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Abstract

The Department of Energy's (DOE) Computerized Accident/Incident Reporting System
(CAIRS) is a comprehensive data base containing more than 50,000 investigation reports of
injury/illness, property damage and vehicle accident cases representing safety data from 1975
to the present for more than 150 DOE contractor organizations. A special feature is that
the text of each accident report is translated using a controlled dictionary and rigid sentence
structure called Factor Relationship and Sequence of Events (FRASE) that enhances the
ability to retrieve specific types of information and to perform detailed analyses.

DOE summary and individual contractor reports are prepared quarterly and annually. In
addition, "Safety Performance Profile" reports for individual organizations are prepared to
provide advance information to appraisal teams, and special topical reports are prepared for
areas of concern such as an increase in the number of security injuries or environmental
releases. The data base is open to ali DOE and Contractor registered users with no access
restrictions other than that required by the Privacy Act.

Introduction

In 1977, the Department of Energy asked EG&G Idaho, Inc. to develop a computerized
accident/incident reporting system for approximately 150 separate contractors. The objectives
were to produce quarterly and annual reports that would satisfy the OSHA reporting
requirements and at the same time, build a data base that would permit analysis of safety
performance data by the individual contractors as well as by a central performance
assessment grnup. This paper describes the resulting Computerized Accident/Incident
Reporting System (CAIRS) and some of the lessons learned from 13 years of operational
experience.

Description

CAIRS is a module of the DOE's Safety Performance Measurement System (SPMS) and
resides on a mini computer located in Idaho and is operated by EG&G Idaho, Inc.
Industrial accident and operational safety data from over 150 different organizations are
maintained on the system. A central "Performance Assessment" group analyzes data and
prepares both routine and specialized topical reports. In addition, remote terminals in over
200 locations throughout the United States enable each organization to retrieve the routine
reports and to generate their own specialized reports.

1Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Environment, Safety and Health, Under Idaho Operations Office Contract
DE-AC07-76IDO1570
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Each organization submits a separate investigation report of each recordable injury/illnesz,
property damage incident, and vehicle accident and a quarterly report of employee hours,
proFerty evaluation, and vehicle miles. The investigation reports are submitted on a two
page form with general information related to the accident reported on the front page and
the results of the accident investigation reported on the back of the form. The report is
quality checked, questions are resolved by telepl,,one with the submitter, and the data with a
one-line description of the event is entered in the computer. The first page entered into the
computer consists of individual fields for each item such as name, date, etc. The second page
(the accident narrative) is divided into (1) the activity in progress at the time of the accident;
(2) the sequence of events describing the accident; (3) causal factors; and (4) corrective
actions. These narrative sections are translated into a computer language called Factor

Relationship And Sequence of Events (FRASE) which is also entered into the computer.
This FRASE coding, a major step up from key wording, is a powerful information retrieval
tool which permits the analyst to select very precise bits of information and to determine
specific information such as the chronological sequence of events in the accident chain.

The FRASE sentence is coded to identify the type of information conveyed by the entire
sentence and is also coded to identify the pat ts of speech within the sentence. Figure 1 is an

example of a brief accident narrative given in an expanded format to illustrate the coding. In
this example, the first column of numbers (one through eight) identify each sentence. The
second column is a two character alpha code identify';ng the type of sentence information.
The first character indicates whether the sentence is related to the activity in progress at the
time of the accident, the causal factors identified by the investigation, the accident event, or
the corrective actions taken or recommended. The second character indicates subcategories

of these types of information. For example, the letter E and the letter L in the EL code in
the fifth sentence respectively indicate the sentence is in the events section of the narrative

and is specific to the event sequence in which the loss occurred. S_milarly, the N in the next
event sentence (coded EN), indicates this event sentence is specific to the nature of the loss
(laceration, crushed, etc.). Similarly, the coding can identify whether the causal factor causal
factor results from employee action, defective equipment, inadequate procedure, or another
factor.

The third column in the example in Figure 1 is an alpha numeric code that identifies the
subject, the first or second verb, the first or second object for each verb (4 codes), the
modifiers (10 separate codes each identifying what is being modified), verbals, prepositions,
and connecting words. The alpha character indicates subject, verb, object, modifier, etc.
while the numeric code indicates noun, verb, preposition, etc. Notice that the alpha code for
the first word in each sentence is an "A" meaning "the subject." The numeric part of the
code with the subject is always a "1" meaning "noun" or a "4" meaning "a noun" which is part

of the noun coded with a 1 (in the example, the hand is part of the injured employee). The
fourth column consists of a 4-digit numeric code identifying each word in the sentence. In
the FRASE vocabulary, identical spellings of words with different meanings such as back



ORG CASE LN FT SQ FNUM FRASE WORD

3003003 90050 01 PS A1 1014 INJURED EMPLOYEE
D9 9296 WAS
DI 8842 LOCATED
E7 9516 IN
E1 1709 OFFICE AREA

02 DE AI 1014 INJURED EMPLOYEE
D9 9296 WAS
DO 6513 INATTENTIVE
E7 9528 TO

El 4646 HAZARD(S)
03 AM A1 1226 OFFICE ACTIVITY

D9 9299 WAS BEING
D1 7011 PERFORMED

04 AS A1 1014 INJURED EMPLOYEE
D9 9296 WAS
D1 7023 PUTTING
E1 3616 MANUAL(S)
F7 9522 ONTO

F1 3248 SHELF(S)
05 EL A4 1100 HAND(S)

A9 9520 OF
A1 1014 INJURED EMPLOYEE
DI 7255 CONTACTED
E4 3126 EDGE
E9 9520 OF

E1 3248 SHELF(S)
06 EN A1 4658 INCIDENT

D1 7425 RESULTED
E7 9516 IN
E1 1300 LACERATION
F7 9528 TO
F1 1104 FINGER(S)

07 CD A1 3228 BOOKCASE(S)
D9 9296 WAS
D1 8379 INSPECTED
E7 9514 FOR
E2 6628 SItARP
E1 3126 EDGE
N8 9528 TO
N1 8991 ELIMINATE

O1 4646 HAZARD(S)
08 CE A1 1014 INJURED EMPLOYEE

D9 9304 WAS INSTRUCTED TO
D1 7987 USE
E1 4538 CAUTION

Figure 1 Accident Narrative
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(neun) and back (verb) are given separate codes, eliminating double meanings. Also, the
vocabulary, numeric codes are grouped into major categories with :,ubcategories to permit
maximum flexibility and power in search routiaes. An example is given below.

Table 1 Category Example

Materials/Substance 3300-4185

Chemicals 3300-3882

Metal/Elements 3900-3938

Radioactive Materials 4000-4026

Miscellaneous 4100-4185

One may search for ali items in a category or for a single item; for example, by entering
4000:4026 for ali radioactive materials or by entering 4017 for radon only). In a test case, a
"_E" search for cases including both "construction activity" and "radioactive materials"
found one case (a retaining wall collapsed during excavation causing strontium-90
contamination) whereas using the general information and English text search failed to find
the case.

The "one-line description" has proven to be more valuable than only a "subject" that is
normally entered into databases to identify text. A weakness in nearly ali data bases is the
impossibility of providing a bin for every item that may be of future concern. The FRASE
coding does not attempt that, but does greatly enhance the retrieval process. As such, the
search strategy quite often consists of narrowing the 50,000 cases to a few hundred that are
of interest. These few hundred can then be manually searched and extraneous cases
eliminated. In addition, the one-line description provides a very concise description from
which much valuable information can be manually compiled for cases of special interest.
While the need for a manual search may seem to run counter to the computerization of the
cases to permit automated compilation of information, it is useful for researching subjects or
topics without advance specific design of the information system. Thus, CAIRS includes
both the capacity for pre-designed automated compilation of data and generation of
routine/specialized reports but also the means for narrowing the data base and conducting
manual compilation of data.

/

Data entry of the double sided one-page report requires about 10 to 15 minutes. Translating
and entry of the narrative into the FRASE vocabulary brings the total processing time for
each report to about 20 minutes. The input screen automates the FRASE translation and
entry to a large extent by bringing up each part of the narrative and adding the FRASE
codes as the screen blanks are filled in. While 20 minutes may seem excessive for data entry,
it is a small part of the resources required to investigate and report the accident.



The automated outputs consist of (1) the routine reports and logs generated automatically
for ali reporting organizations, field offices and for DOE as a whole; and (2) specialized
reports generated using data generated by individual searches. The routine reports are
primarily statistical in nature with standard vehicle accident, property loss and OSHA injury
data. Graphical representations and a two to three page narrative summarizing significant
changes are included in the DOE-wide report but not in the field office or contractors
reports. The logs are simple listings of the date and loss for each accident in terms of dollars
or OSHA injury incident rates. Both the quarterly reports and the logs are available to ali
users; however, to comply with the Privacy Act, certain fields are protected against retrieval
by organizations other than the owner of the data. The data being open has proven to be
beneficial to safety concerns; the listing of the field office and contractor data is ranked so
that is obvious who has the best and who has the worst safety performance.

The specialized reports are based on individually selected data. Selection is made specifying
values in any of the recorded fields from the general coding on the front page of the report,
by an English language search of the text, by a FRASE search, or by any combination of
these three searches. "And," "or," and "range" logic is available within each of these three
types of searches. The FRASE coding has proven to be the most effective and is a very
powerful tool for retrieving text information.

Another output is the "distributions" report which prints the number of times a specific value
occurs in a selected field. For example, the number of cases in which each specific type of
equipment occurs in ali material handling accidents is printed out. This permits generation
of frequency severity distributions such as log normal and extreme value curves useful for
maximum probable dollar loss or lost workday loss projections. The extreme value projection
capability includes either manual plotting or direct plotting using computer graphics. Also_
FRASE type and FRASE sequence distributions print the selected part of speech for a
selected FRASE sentence type for selected cases. For example, the number of times each
body part or each injury type occurs in selected cases is printed out. Cost of injury or
property damage data include both direct medical property loss and the associated indirect
costs are also available. An example of a report combining cost data and the distributions
program for injuries _sgiven in Table 2. An example of a distribution displayed graphically is
given in Figure 2.

In summary, CAIRS is a unique system designed using systems analysis to permit full
utilization of loss experience. It includes over 50,000 accidents associated with nearly two
million employee years of DOE operational experience. We believe we are now in a
position to design the next generation of CAIRS using the interactive query concept to not
only more effectively capture the fight information but to teach reporters the basic
fundamentals of investigation science as they report. With the current system, we have
produced thirteen years of quarterly and annual reports and a large number of topical and
"safety performance profile" reports have been prepared from this data base which have
provided both upper and local DOE and contractor management guidance in managing the
DOE environment, safety and health programs.
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